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ABSTRACT 
Let X = Y x 2 be a simply connected finite CW-complex. We show that the LS category of B aut X 
is not finite if the LS category of B aut Y is infinite. Moreover if =.(0X) @ Q contains a free Lie 
ideal of finite codimension, then n,(B aut X) @ Q grows exponentially. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
In this paper X will denote a simply connected CW-complex of finite type, that 
is H”(X, Q) is a finite dimensional Q-vector space, for each n. Recall that the 
Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of a topological space, cat(X), is the least 
integer n such that X can be covered by (n + 1) open subsets contractible in X, 
and is infinite if no such IZ exists. 
Letf : X -+ Y be a map between topological spaces. A subset U c X is said 
to be categorical for f if fl r, is null homotopic. The category of the map f. 
cat(f), is the least integer n such that X can be covered by n + 1 open subsets 
categorical forf and cat(f) is infinite if no such n exists. In particular, cat(X) is 
the category of the identity map. Note that cat(f) 5 min{cat(X), cat( Y)}. 
Denote by X0 the localization of X at zero, the rational Lusternik-schnirel- 
mann category, cato(X), is defined by cato(X) = cato(&) and verifies 
cato(X) < cat(X). 
*Supported by a Humboldt-Stiftung research fellowship. 
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In this text we will use the theory of minimal models. The Sullivan minimal 
model of X is a free commutative cochain algebra (AZ,d) such that 
dZ c A’2Z. Moreover Z” 2 Homm(r*(X), Q) ([14, IO]). The Quillen minimal 
model of X is a free chain Lie algebra (IL( V), 5) satisfying 6 V c Qz2 V and the 
graded vector space V is related to the cohomology of X by V, 2 H”+ 1 (X, Q) 
(W 11). 
Let (AZ, d) and (IL( V), 6) be the Sullivan minimal model of X and the Quillen 
minimal model of X respectively. The space X is coformal if there is a map 
(IL( V), 6) -+ rr, (0X) @ Q inducing an isomophism in homology or equivalently 
if the differential d is purely quadratic, that is, dZ c A2Z. 
The computation of the LS category is not easy, therefore it is rather con- 
venient to consider other invariants which are bounds of cat(X). One of them is 
the Toomer invariant co(X) defined as follows. Consider the Sullivan minimal 
model (AZ, d) of X, co(X) is the least integer k such that every cocycle in A>“Z 
is a coboundary. It verifies co(X) 5 cat,)(X) ([16]). 
Fibrations whith fiber in the homotopy type of X are obtained, up to fiber 
homotopy equivalence, as pull back of the universal fibration X + B aut* 
X -+ B aut X ([3,4]); h ere aut X denotes the topological monoid of all self- 
homotopy equivalences of X, aut’X is the submonoid of aut X consisting of 
pointed self-homotopy equivalences of X, and B is the Dold-Lashof functor 
([2]). Let 8 aut X $ B aut X be the universal covering, the induced fibration 
X -+ j aut’X + B aut X is universal for fibrations with simply connected base 
spaces ([4, Proposition 4.21) 
This work deals with the calculation of the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category 
of B aut X under restrictions on X. The computation of cat(B aut X) is of great 
interest. Consider for instance a compact connected Lie group G acting on X. 
The Bore1 fibration X -+ EG XC X + BG is classified by a map f : BG + 
8 aut X. Consider the map H*(f, Q) : H*(b aut X, q) -+ H*(BG, Cl) 2 AV 
where V is concentrated in even degrees. Suppose now that cato(B aut X) is 
finite. Then Z?*(f, Q) is trivial, otherwise the index of nilpotency of 
H*(B aut X, a) is infinite. Thereforef : BG ---) B aut X is rationally trivial, that 
is: the action of the group G on the space X is rationally trivial. 
We briefly recall the constructions of models of L? aut X we will use to compute 
cat(B aut X). We define from (AZ, d) and (IL( I’), 6) two Lie algebras of deriva- 
tions. First, the differential Lie algebra (Der AZ, D) is defined by (1141): in de- 
gree k > 1, take the derivations of AZ decreasing degree by k. In degree one, we 
only consider the derivations 0 which decrease the degree by one and verify 
[d, 81 = 0. The differential D is defined by D8 = [d, 191 = d$ - (- l)‘%d. 
In the same way, we define a differential Lie algebra DerlL( V) = 
@kz rDerx([L( I’)), where Derx([L( V)) is the vector space of derivations which 
increase the degree by k with the restriction that Derr (lL( V)) is the vector space 
of derivations of degree one which commute with the differential 6. 
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Define the differential Lie algebra (A_( I’& Derll( V), fi) as follows: 
l SO_(V) @ DerL( V) is isomorphic to s[L( V) $ DerlL( I’) as a grated vector 
space, 
l If f?,t9’ E DerlL(V) and sx,sy E d(V), then [f?,#] = 88’ - (-l)lelle’lO~O. 
[e, sx] = (-i)1%e(x) [SX sv] = 0 
l d(e) = [6, e], h(d) = -& + ad x, where ad x is the derivation of lL( I’) 
defined by (ad x)(y) = [x, JJ]. 
Theorem ([14,13,15]). ThegradeddzJ2rentiaZLiealgebras (A(V) g DerL( V), 0) 
and (Der AZ, D) are models of the universal covering B aut X of B aut X. 
We will suppose henceforth that X is a finite simply connected CW-complex. 
We know that the LS category of B aut X is not finite in various cases, among 
them when X is an elliptic space (i.e. rr*(X) 8 Q is finite dimensional), a wedge 
of spheres or a product space X = Y x Sn ([8]). 
The last case can be generalized as 
Theorem 1. Let X = Y x Z be a product space and suppose that cat(B aut Y) is 
infinite, then the LS category of B aut X is also infinite. 
In particular the category of Baut X is infinite if X is a coformal space such 
that the homotopy Lie algebra n*(OX) @ &p =‘L x I, where I is a free Lie alge- 
bra. More generally we have the following: 
Theorem 2. Suppose that X is coformal and r, (QX) @ Q is a semi direct product 
L’ K I where I is free and generated by at least two generators, then the LS cate- 
gory of 8 aut X is notfinite. 
It is known that x* (B aut X) @ Q has an exponential growth if X is a wedge of at 
least two spheres ([6, Proposition 31, [7]), more generally we have: 
Theorem 3. Let X be a coformaljnite C W-complex, then 7r,(B aut X) 8 Q grows 
exponentially if L = r* (OX) 8 62 contains a free Lie ideal Isuch that L/I isjnite 
dimensional and concentrated either in odd or even degrees. 
2. THE CLASSIFYING SPACE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 
Let X be a l-connected CW-complex and suppose that either H*(X,Q) or 
r*(X) @ Q is finite dimensional. Denote respectively by (AZ, d) and (L( I’), 6) 
the Sullivan minimal model and the Quillen minimal model of X. There is an 
isomorphism 
H,(Der(AZ, d)) G ExtUQ(V)(a, iL( V)) ([9]). 
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Define a filtration 3 on the differential Lie algebra Der(AZ, d) by the sub dif- 
ferential Lie algebras 
FP = (19 E Der(AZ, d)l@(Z) c @Z}. (*) 
This filtration determines a spectral sequence of differential graded Lie alge- 
bras (E’,d’) such that E* 2 H,(Der(AZ, dz)), where d2 denotes the quadratic 
part of the differential d, and which converges to H,(Der(AZ, d)). We denote 
this spectral sequence by E(X) = @,,EPT,(X) and call it the classifying space 
spectral sequence. 
Suppose now that X is a coformal space, then the spectral sequence above 
collapses at the E’ level. On the other hand, if L denotes the homotopy Lie al- 
gebra of X, then ExtUL(Q, L) can be computed using the resolution 
--+ UL@NsL~ uL@fP-‘sL+‘..uL :Q+O, where, 
P 
dp(SXI A ’ A SXP) = C (-l)“Xi @ SXl A ’ A S.?i A . A SXP 
i=l 
+ C (-l)“‘S[Xl,Xj] A SXI ‘.. A S+Ci’..Sij’.. A SXP, 
I <i<jsp 
with ,f% = ([xi1 + l)(xj=l lxjl + 1) + Ixil,cij = Pi +@” + lxillxjl + lxjl + 1. 
Therefore ExtUL(Q, L) is naturally bigraded and is related to the classifying 
space spectral sequence by the 
Proposition 4. Let X be a coformaI$nite C W-complex and L = R*( QX) @ Q its 
homotopy Lie algebra, then Ep(X) g Extp(lL(Q, L). 
Proof. To a homology class [f] E ExtF(Q, L) where f E Homo(Af’sL, L) 
corresponds the dual morphism f : L# --f (APsL)# % AP(sL)# defined by 
<f(z),sx, A .. . A s,yp > = (-l)lfii’l < z,_ 
/f 
(SX~ A.. A sxp) >, where z E L# 
and Xi E L. The composite (sL)# 2 L# + ApsL# can be extended as a deriva- 
tion of A(sL)# g AZ. It is a straightforward computation to verify that this 
correspondence is one one and respects the filtration and the differentials. 0 
Corollary 5. Under the hypothesis of the above proposition, then El N 
Exty’(Q, L) s DerL/(adL) . IS a sub Lie algebra of 7r* (08 aut X) @ Q. 
Proof. It is easily seen from (*) that [Ep, Eq] c Ep+q_ I, then El is stable with 
the Lie bracket and the result follows. Cl 
Proposition 6. Let X be a CoformalJinite CW-complex then 
E,(X) = 0, ifp > co(X). 
Proof. Let (AZ, d2) be the Sullivan minimal model of X, and suppose that 
co(X) = k. Therefore every cocycle in A>k Z is a coboundary. Let 0 be a deri- 
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vation of AZ such that 0(Z) c A>kZ and suppose that 8 is a cycle, we have to 
prove that 0 is a boundary. Let {z,,zz, ...} be a KS-basis of Z, then 
dzi E A(z,, . , zi- 1). We define a derivation 19’ such that 0 = [d, 0’1 as follows. 
We proceed by induction on the KS-basis. First, [d,B](z,) = de(z,) = 0. As 
es(X) = k, there is y, such that 6J(z,) = dy,, therefore we put 6”(z,) = y,. 
Suppose that 8’ is defined on {z,, . . , z,} such that 6’ = [d, e’] on A(z, , . . , z,.). 
Therefore 
4%. + I ) + (-l)‘%‘(dz,+,)) = de+,+,) + (-l)‘e’de’(dz,+,) 
= (-l)‘%(dz,+ ,) + (-l)“‘dO’(dz,.+ ,) 
= (-l)“‘(e - [d, O’])(dz,+ ,) 
= 0. 
Thereafter there is an element y,+ 1 in AZ such that @(z,+ ,) + (-l)l%‘(dzr+ ,) = 
dyr+ I. We put @(z,+ ,) = J++ 1, then f3 and [d, 0’1 agree on A(z,, . . . z,+ 1). •i 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1. Algebraicproot Let (A V, d) and (A W, d’) be respec- 
tively Sullivan models of Y and Z. The inclusion i : Der(A V, d) + 
(DerA V @ A W, d ~3 d’) is a Lie model of 8 aut Y -+ # aut (Y x Z). Moreover i 
induces an injective map in homology, then applying the mapping theorem 
([5]), cats(B aut (Y x Z)) L cat(B aut Y) = 03. 0 
TopologicalprooJ Let X -+ E 5 B be a fibration. The category of the fibration, 
@-cat(p), is defined as the least integer n such that B can be covered by n + 1 
open subsets, over each of which p is fiber homotopically trivial. Note that 
@-cat(p) is equal to the category of the classifying map B --+ B autX of the fi- 
bration p. Therefore, taking the universal fibration X + B aut* X ‘2 B aut X, 
we have Q-cat(p,) = cat(B aut X). 
Let Y + E f+ B be a fibration and p, : E x Z -+ E the trivial one. The com- 
posite p’ = pp, is a fibration of fiber Y x Z and it is easily seen that 
@-cat(p) = @-cat( p’). 
Let Y + B aut’ Y ‘4 B aut Y be the universal fibration and suppose that 
cat(B aut Y) = 00, thencat(B aut( Y x Z)) 2 @-cat (pk) = @-cat(p,) = 00. •i 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 2. Let L = L’ K Z be the homotopy Lie algebra of X, 
such that Z is free on at least two generators. Consider the composition 
(sZ e DerZ, 6) L (sL C$ DerL, 6’) LDer( C* L, d?), 
where 68 = 0, Ssx = adx, 6’8’ = 0,6’sx’ = adx’, with 6’ E DerZ, 0’ E DerL, x E I, 
x’ E L and the morphismj is defined by dualizing. Precisely, if x E L, 0 E DerL 
and z E (sL)#, define j_x : (sL)# + Q and j0 : (sL)# + (sL)# by 
j_&) = (_~)~s~~~l~~ 
< z,sx > and < jo(z),sx > = -(-l)l’-‘llel < z,se(x) >. The 
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morphismsj, and jo extend respectively to derivations (~0 and at of CL. Then 
define j(sx + 13) = 00 + (~1. Moreover (pi E E,!* in the classifying space spectral 
sequence. 
Observe that ZZ,(sZ g DerZ, 6) = DerZ/adZ, the Lie algebra of outer deriva- 
tions of Z, and H, (sL @ DerL, 6’) = DerL/adL since the center of L vanishes. 
Then, passing to the homology, we obtain 
DerZ/(adZ) 5 DerL/(adL) 5 ~~(08 aut X) @ Q. 
It is sufficient o prove that the composite is injective, and applying the mapping 
theorem ([5]), this will ensure that cat(k aut X) = cc. 
Clearly i, is injective and j, is nothing else than the inclusion of Corol- 
lary 5. 0 
3.3. Proof of Theorem 3. Let L be the homotopy Lie algebra of a conformal 
space X. Suppose that L contains a free Lie ideal Z of finite codimension. 
We deduce from the short exact sequence 0 + Z 5 L A L/Z --+ 0 a long 
exact sequence 
. . . -+ Ext,U_L,(Q, L/Z) 5 Ext,UL(Q,Z) 5 Ext,““(Q, L) A . .. 
Then, it comes from the exactness of this sequence that 
dim Exty’(Q, L) 2 dimim(i,) 2 dimExty’(Q, I) - dimExt:t, (Q, L/Z). 
As ExtU’(Q, L/Z) is finite dimensional, it is sufficient to prove that ExtuL(Q, I) 
is of exponential growth; but Z is free and so the Hochschild-Serre spectral se- 
quence ([Ill) 
Eiq = Ext;(LI’)(Q, Ext,u’(Q, I)) * Ext,Uf,(Q, I) 
collapses at the E2 level. 
First if L/Z = (L/Z)odd, then U(L/Z) is finite dimensional and every U(L/Z)- 
module M admits a decomposition M = Mt $ A42 GB . . @ AI, such that 
U(L/Z)+ 'Il4i C Mi+l 
u(L/z)+ .M, = 0. 
Therefore if M is of exponential growth, so is A& 
Thereafter Ext”‘(Q, I) admits a such decomposition, moreover 
Ext,LI(L”)(Q, Ext,u’(Q, I)) > M,, 
then Ext”(Q, I) is of exponential growth. 
Suppose now that L/Z = (L/Z),,,,, then Q admits a U(L/Z) resolution of the 
form 
0 + P, --f P,_, .' + P, + U(L/Z) --$ Q + 0 
where Pi = U(L/Z) @ A's(L/Z). On the other hand A4 = ExtU’(Q, I) contains, 
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as a U(L/Z)-module, an infinite sequence of indecomposable lements that has 
exponential growth, otherwise there is a surjective morphism U(L/Z) @ V -+ A4 
where both U(L/Z) and I/ are not of exponential growth. 
Let ExtU@I’)(Q, M) = H,(Homu(yI)(P,, M)), and m be an indecomposable 
element of M, define f: U(L/Z) 18 Xs(L/Z) -+ A4 such that f(o) = m where 
{CY} is an element of a basis of Ars(L/Z). Then f is automatically a cycle and 
cannot be a boundary. q 
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